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IcSP Financial Envelope 2014-2020
Total: EUR 2,338 million
Article 3

Article 4

Article 5

Response to
situations of crisis or
emerging crisis to
prevent conflicts

Conflict prevention,
crisis preparedness
and peace-building

Global and transregional threats and
emerging threats

70%

9%

21%

FPI

FPI

DEVCO
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Overview – Instrument contributing
to Stability and Peace (IcSP)
• Global and trans-regional and emerging threats
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Countering Terrorism
Fighting Organised Crime
Protecting Critical Infrastructures
Security threats emanating from Climate Change
CBRN Risk Mitigation
Major threats public health
Dismantlement weapons related programs
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New Priorities
•

Security and Climate Change

•

Counter Terrorism – Country Specific (400%
budget increase)

•

Increased focus on Cyber Security
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SHIFT 2014-2020
•

Increased focus on threats to law and order,
security and safety of individuals, critical
infrastructure, public health, climate change
(2/3 of the budget)

•

And less on CBRN Risk Mitigation
(1/3 of the budget)
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Geographical Scope

IcSP Article 5 (2014-2017)
EUR 275.5 million € ~ 70M/year
Support measures;
9.3 mil €
CBRN Risk
mitigation;
85 mil €

Climate Change and
Security;
11 mil €
Critical
Infrastructure
Protection;
27.5 mil €

Counter Terrorism,
72 mil €

Fight against
Organised Crime;
71 mil €
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Work Programme 2014
I

Strategic Dialogue

10 March 2014

II

Strategy and MIP

2 July 2014

III

AAP 2014

2 July 2014

IV

Commission Decision

August 2014

V

Implementation

September 2014
onwards

(http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/sectors/human-rights-and-governance/peace-and-security_en)
(CBRN CoE portal: http://www.cbrn-coe.eu/)
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IcSP - Project Cycle
Monitoring &
evaluation

Identification

Implementation

Contracting

Decision

Award
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Project cycle

subject to stringent deadlines

I. Identification
II. Commission decision including
Action Document

Experts M-S
Commission &
Management
Committee

III. Award Procedure

EUMS / IO's

III. Contracting

Commission

IV. Implementation

EUMS / IO's

V. Monitoring & evaluation

Commission
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I. IDENTIFICATION STARTED TO
PREPARE 2015/2016
Framework contract in place

1
2
3

Identification and formulation study for a project on maritime security - Gulf
of Guinea
Identification and Formulation Study for a project on the Fight against
Trafficking along the Heroin Route (phase III)
Identification and Formulation Study for a project on Counter Terrorism in
the Middle East / North Africa region

4

Cyber Identification and formulation for AAP 2016

5

Study on climate change and security
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IcSP – Counter Terrorism (CT)
• The objective is to disrupt terrorist networks & activities of
recruiters, cut off terrorist funding and bring terrorists to
justice while respecting human rights and international law.
• STRIVE Global: This support will work globally with local
state and non-state partners to develop and implement
interventions that have an impact on the threat posed by
radicalisation and recruitment to terrorism.
• Regional CT law enforcement Horn of Africa: This support will
build capacity in the core areas of the criminal justice process
(case preparation, development and integrity).
• CT Monitoring, Reporting and Support Mechanism- CT MORSE:
This support will strengthen the global delivery, coordination
and coherence among the various CT projects financed by the
12
EU.

IcSP – CT STRIVE Hedayah
The International Centre of Excellence for CVE – Hedayah.
Hedayah works directly with civil society organisations and
community groups.
Results:
- Strengthened capacity of security sector & law enforcement
authorities to engage with civil society in fighting violent
extremism and applying non-coercive responses to terrorism.
- Strengthened capacity of civil society organisations to deliver
actions that prevent and counter violent extremism.
- Strengthened capacity of media to contribute to a responsible and
pluralistic media environment that challenges violent extremism.
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IcSP – CT STRIVE GCERF
The Global Community Engagement and Resilience Fund (GCERF)
is the first-ever multi-stakeholder fund to support local, grassroots efforts to counter violent extremism (CVE).
Its emphasis is a bottom-up, country-led approach that will allow
non-government organizations (NGOs) and sub-national
government organizations/agencies to apply for grants to fund
projects that meet local needs whose objective is to steer groups
and individuals away from the use of violence.
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IcSP – Regional CT law enforcement
Horn of Africa
The Case Integrity component of this programme will focus on
strengthened application of due process and international
human rights standards when countering terrorism.
Emphasis will be placed on delivering training and guidance to
law enforcement and judiciary authorities on promoting and
protecting human rights as part of the CT response. The result
will pay particular attention to terrorism investigations,
evidence collection and interrogation methods and issues of
arrest and detention which have emerged as key in
consultations with stakeholders.
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IcSP – Cocaine Route Programme

(1)

The Programme's objective is to strengthen partner countries capacities in their
efforts to fight organised crime and drug trafficking and encourage South-South
cooperation (LAC and Africa), with activities in three main domains: interception of
illicit drugs, anti-money laundering and information sharing.

Criminal Investigation and Justice Cooperation:
•

•

•

The specific objective is to increase the capacity of criminal justice
and law enforcement officials to effectively investigate, prosecute
and adjudicate in an accountable way organised crime and drug
trafficking-related cases via enhanced regional and transregional
cooperation along the Cocaine Route(s).
One of the expected results of this project is to enhance the
accountability of criminal justice and law enforcement systems
encouraging stronger participation of Civil Society Organisations.
Contacts have been made with key civil society actors to incorporate
transparency and accountability mechanisms in capacity-building 16
modules.

IcSP – Cocaine Route Programme

(2)

CORMS III

• The specific objective of this component is to strengthen the
coordination and coherence among the various projects of the
Cocaine Route Programme, both within the programme itself
(internal coherence) and with respect to any other relevant
initiative, conducted by the EU, Member States or other
international organisations (external coherence).
• Better reach out to and involvement of local and European
CSOs is planned under specific activities (raising awareness).
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IcSP – Heroin Route
Preparing the launch of the identification and formulation
exercise for the next phase of the Heroin Route Programme
addressing trafficking to/from Afghanistan which is planned
for AAP 2015.

Planning to liaise with key civil society actors in this process to
discuss
means
of
incorporating
transparency
and
accountability mechanisms in the law enforcement capacity
building.
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Thank for your attention!
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